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Fixed-Point Calculus 

Mathematics of Program Construction Group' 

October 26, 1994 

Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to present a small calcnlus of extreme fixed points and to 
show it in action. The fixed-point. t.heorem that was the main incentive for writing 
this paper is the fusion theorem presented in Section (3). It exploits the calculational 
propert.ies of Galois cOllnccliollS. 

Keywords Program derivation, programming calculi, theory of computation. 

1 Introduction 

Solving equat.ions is fundament.al t.o computing. Yet., rules for doing so are seldomly explic
itly taught. or used, and cert.ainly not in a calculational way. This paper summarizes a small 
selection of such rules and shows their usc in a series of examples. Most results obtained in 
these applicat.ions arc well-known; it. is t.he met.hod -purely equat.ional reasoning- t.hat. 
is novel. 

Our universes of discourse are cOlllplet.e lat.tices - in some applications augmented with 
a regular-algebra structure - and all functions considered are monotonic. We present a 
calculus ofleast fixed point.s; it.s count.erpart. for great.est fixed point.s follows by dualizat.ion. 

The following not.at.ions and notat.ional conventions arc used 

• function application is dcnot.cd by a right-associative infix dot 

• tli and tl(X f-> .f.x) denote the least fixed point of function I : x f-> .f.x, which maps 
.r to .f.x 

*Chritiene Aarts, Roland ilackhollsC, Ecrkc iloiteu, Henk DoornbOS, Netty van Gasteren, Rik van Gel
drop, Paul Hoogcndijk, Ed VOCrIllanS and .Ja.:1.p van del' WOl1dc. Department of 1\.1athemat.ics and Com
put.ing Science, Eindhoven Universit.y of Technology, P.O. Box 513,5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 
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• lifting: for any binary relation r:;; the lifted version ~ is defined by 

f ~ g == V(.7;:: f..7; r:;; g . .7:) 

• sections: for binary infix operator Ell, sections (bEll) and (Ellb) are the functions defined 
for al! x by (bEll).x = bEllx and (Ellb).x = xEllb. 

2 The calculus 

The basic fixed-point theorem, and our main reason for confining attention to complete 
lattices, is the Knaster-Tarski theorem dealing with the e.ristence of extreme fixed points. 

(1) [Knaster-Tarski] Every monotonic endofunction (on a complete lattice) has a 
least fixed point, which coincides with its least prefix point ("x is prefix point of r means 
f.x r:;; x). Thus Ilf is characterimcl by 

[computation] f. III = III . 

[induction] ILf r:;;.r {= f.x r:;;.r for al! x . 
o 

As a consequence of its shape, the induct.ion rule is t.he first. candidat.e for application 
in case of demonst.randa of t.he fOrtH "JI1 !;; 1;" . 

Three further useful, simple, and probably well-known, fixed-point rules are 

(2) [p. monotonic] III r:;; 110'1 {= f ~ 9 

(3) [rolling rule] p.(f 0 g) = f .'/(9 0 .f) 

(4) [diagonal rule] p(.r f-+ :cEll.r) = I,(.r f-+ p.(y f-+ xElly)) , for every (monotonic) 
binary operator Ell. 

Proofs of these rules is left to the reader. 

3 J.L-Fusion and Galois connections 

As remarked earlier, we know how to deal wit.h delllonstranda like Ilf r:;; x. We have, for 
instance, 
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(5) [simple J1-fusion] tlf ~ 9. tlh {= f 0 9 ~ 9 0 h 

What, however, should one do with demonstranda like f. J19 ~ tlh (and f· J19 = J1h), in 
which the f- application has to disappear in order to make the formula fit for J19-induction? 
This is where Galois connections ent.er t.he picture. 

(6) [Galois connection] Functions F and G form a Galois connection with respect to 
~ and :-s; precisely when, for all x and y, 

F.x ~ y x:-S; G.y 

Funct.ion G is the upper adjoint of F, denotee! by F# ; dually, F is the lower adjoint G' 
of G. (Note that # and b can be defined becanse adjoints are unique.) 
o 

The two most frequently used properties of Galois connections are 

(7) [cancellation] Fnnctions F and G that form a Galois connection (6) satisfy 
FoG ~ id and id ~ G 0 F, where id denot.es the (appropriate) identity funct.ion. 

(8) [adjoint] A function is a lower adjoint precisely when it. dist.ribut.es over all suprema; 
a function is an nppcr adjoint. precisely when it. clistribntcs over all infima. 

Now we are ready to formulate and prove the tl.-fusion rule. 

(9) [J1-fusion] Functions f, g, and h, where f is a lower adjoint, satisfy 

(a) f . Ji9 ~ Ji.h {= f 0 9 ~ It 0 f 

(b) f . J19 = tlh {= fog = h 0 f 

Proof (b) follows from (a) and simple /I-fnsion. For (a) we calculat.e 

f· J19 ~ Ji.h 

{ Galois connection (6), wit,h F ,- f } 
/k9 :-s; f# . tl,h 

{= { simple p.-fusion (5) } 

go f# ~ f# 0 It 

{ identit.ies} 

id 0 g 0 f# ~ f# 0 h 0 id 
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o 

{ cancellation (twice): id ~ j# ° j and j ° j# ~ id; 

j# ° h is monotonic } 

(J# ° j) 0 9 ° j# ~ j# ° h ° (J ° j#) 

~ { ° is associative and j# is monotonic } 

jog~hoj . 

Note that in order to apply the tL-fusion theorem we do not need to know the upper 
adjoint j# of function j, we only need to know that it exists. Property (8) was included 
because it constitutes the most common w'w to guarantee that existence. 

As an aid in memorizing the p,-fusion t,heorems note that the order of f, g, !;;; or =, and h 
is the same in the consequent and t.he antecedent, be it that in the antecedent the lower 
adjoint occurs twice, in different argulllent posi tions of o. 

We conclude the present.at.ion of the calculus with a useful corollary of the rules presented 
so far. 

(10) [exchange rule] Functions j,g, and h, where 9 
and h are lower adjoint.s, satisfy 

p(J ° g) = p,(J ° h) ~ 9 ° foil = h ° jog 

The calculus of great.est fixed points is obt.ained frolll t.he above rules for least fixed points 
by the interchanges p. <--+ v, !;;; <--+ ;;:J, and lower adjoint <--+ upper adjoint. 

4 The calculus in action I 

Any fixed point of a function that mapS pairs of values to pairs of values is, of course, a 
pair. In t.his section we illust.ratc thc calculus by showiug how to calculate t.he individual 
components of the least fixed jloint. of such a funct.ion, given t.hat it is possible to calculat.e 
least fixed points of functions lfmpping single elements to single elements. The fixed-point 
equation to be dealt wit.h is the following. 

(11) x, y :: x = x0y 1\ Y = .1:0y 

We first consider two special cases in which 0 and 0 depend On only one of t.heir arguments 
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Lemma 12 

(III , 11·9) (a) /L((X, y) f--> (f .. r" g.y)) 

(b) /L((x, y) f--> (.t.y, g.x)) (It(f 0 g) , 1I·(g 0 I)) 

Proof of (a). With fh denoting projection on the first component, we have to prove 

(13) IT]. /L((x , y) f-> (f.x, g.y)) = If..! . 

Since IT] distributes over all suprema, this is an occasion for applying It-fusion: doing so, 
we see that (13) follows from 

ITdj..r, , g.y) = j.ITd1:, 1/) for all 1: and y, 

which is true. 

The second component is dealt with similarly. 
o 

Proof of (b) 

/L((X, y) r-> (.t.y, g.1:)) = (11.(f 0 g), !I.(!! o.f)) 

{ (a) 011 RHS } 

p((.r, , y) r-> (f.y, .IP:)) = //.((1:, y) f--> (f.g .. 7:, g.j.y)) 

= { define ¢: ¢(:I' , y) = (J.y , g.:I') } 

11¢=lt(¢0¢) 

{ II·(¢ 0 ¢) [::: /uP } 
p.¢ [::: II.(¢ 0 ¢) 

{= { ind nction 011 ¢ } 

¢.II.(¢ 0 ¢) [::: II.(¢ 0 ¢) 

{ rolling rule } 

true . 

o 

With the aid of lemma (12), we now compnte the least solution of (11), viz. we prove 
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Lemma 14 

J.l((x, y) f-> (.'C8y, x0y») = (p.(.'C f-> .1:8p .. 'C) , IL(Y f-> q.y0y» , 

where p.x = J.l(v f-> 2:0v) and (j.y = /1.(11 f-> 1I8y), i.e. p.x and q.y are t.he least fixed 
points of t.he individual equat.ions. 

Proof 

J.l((x , y) 

{ 

p.((2: , y) 

{ 

IL((X , y) 

- { 

(p.(x f-> 

{ 

(IL(X f-> 

{ 

(JL(.'C f-> 

0 

f-> (x8y, x0y») 

diagonal rule, (heading for lemma (12a» wit.h x .- (x, y) and 

E& defined by (11 , 1I)E&(2: , y) = (1I8y ,x0v) } 

f-> fI.((1I, v) f-> (u8Y, .T0v»)) 

lemma (12a) and definit.ion of p and q } 

f-> (g.y, p.:r») 

lemma (12b) } 

g.lJ.2:) ,'I.(y f-> p.g.y) 

definition g, l' } 

IL(1I 1-+ n8p.l:)) ,//.(y 1-+ IL(V 1-+ q.y0v))) 

diagonal rule twice: 'If.:= 1:, 11 .- Y } 

x 8 p.2;) ,'I.(y f-> 'l.y 0 y) . 

5 The calculus in action II 

Next we consider an algebra (+ , 0 , . , 1), where + denotes binary supremum with identity 
o in a complete lattice and· is an associative composition operator with identity 1 that 
distributes over all suprema. Note t.hat, in view of theorem (8), we have 

(15) Funct.ions (b·) and (·b) arc IOlVer adjoints. 

Operator * is defined by 

(16) [definition b*] b* = fI.(.T 1-+ 1 + 2:' b) 
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Given this fixed-point definition of b*, the calculus now helps us prove all kinds of ba
sic properties in regular algebra very concisely, such as 

(IS) [star decomposition] (a+b)* = b*· (a·b*)* 

Note that (17) immediately invites the use of p.-fusion. Its proof reads 

a· b* = /1.(.7: f-> a +.r.. b) 

{ p-fusion, (a.) is a lower adjoint, b* = Il(.r. f-> 1 + X· b) } 

\I(x:: a·(l+x·b) = a+(a·J:)·b) 

{ (a·) over +, aoSsociativity of· } 

tru,e . 

The proof of star decomposition is a prize a.pplication of the diagonal rule: 

(a + b)* 

- { definition of * } 

Il(X f-> l+J:-(a+b)) 

{ . over + and diagonal rule } 

Il(.r. f-> It(y f-> 1 + J;' a +!J. b)) 

{ associativity of + , (17) with a .- l+.r.·a } 

p.(.r. ...... (1 + J: . a.) . b*) 

- { . over + } 

p.(x f-> b* + X· a· b*) 

= { associativity of . and (17) } 

b* . (a· b*)* 

Note how the associativity of the opcmtors guides the construction of the above proofs: if 
a calculational step creates the possibility for regrouping arguments, the next step is to be 
performed on a sUbexpression t.hat. is the result of such a regrouping. This is a phenomenon 
we enconnter over and over again. 

The theorems given above suffice t.o prove other well-known properties like b*· b* = b*, 
(b*)* = b* , etc .. The "dual" *" of b* is defined by 
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(19) [definition *b] *b = p(1: f---+ 1 + Ii· x) 

Its most prominent. propert.y b* = *b is an immediat.e corollary of t.he leapfrog rule, which 
reads 

(20) [leapfrog] a·(b·a)* = *(a·b).a . 

The exchange rule (10) comes in handy for the proof of the above leapfrog rule. We 
conclude this section wit.h an exercise: 

6 The calculus in action III 

In t.he preceding sect.ion we invest.igat.ed the least. solution of equation x :: x = a + x· b. 
Here we consider its largest solut.ion u(x f---+ 0.+1;' b). In particular we do so for a lattice 
that is completely dist.ributive, so t.hat, among ot.her, things (y +) and (+ y) distribute 
over all infima and, hence, are upper adjoint.s. Then u-fusion yields a simple proof of the 
following t.heorem. 

(22) If (y +) is an upper adjoint., then we have, for all a and b, 

u(x f-> a+.'I:·b) = y+u(.7; f---+ l;.b) {= y = a+y·b 

Proof 

u(x f---+ a+x·b) = y+u(:r f-> :r·b) 

{= { (y +) is upper adjoint: u-fusion } 

\f(x:: a+(y+:r).b = y+:r·b) 

{ (.b) over + , associat.ivit.y of + } 
a+y·b=y . 

o 

In ot.her words, if + dist.ributes over all infima, the /mgcst solution of inhomogeneous 
equation x :: .7: = a + 1i·.'I: is t.he sum (i.e. suprenllllll) of an arbitrary solut.ion and the 
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largest solution of the "homogeneous" equation. Notc that a special choice for y in theorem 
(22) is y = n·b*. 

An immediate corollary of theorelll (22) is that if v(.1: f-o> X· b) = 0, function .'r f-4 a + X· b 
has a unique fixed point. This is thc rule we call the Unique Extension Property (UEP) of 
Regular Algebra. It was first. mentioned in [3]. In view of (17), the UEP can be formulated 
as 

(23) [UEP of regular algebra] If v(.1: f-> .1:' b) = 0, then for all n and x . 

a + x . b = x == x = n· Ii* 

o 

The UEP shows the importancc of property V(.1: f-4 X· b) = O. In language theory it 
has the interpretation that "Ii docs not, posscss the empty-word property". In relation al
gebra we say "b is wcll-founded": thc propcrty expresscs that there arc no infinite sequences 
of b-related clements (thus, if relation b rcpresents a finite directcd graph, lI(X f-4 X· b) = 0 
means that the graph is acyclic). 

The above UEP has Illany applications in progmnllning, because cquations like n +.'r . b = x 
and a. + X· b,!;;; :r abound. Inductively defined sets, for instance, provide an example: the 
base is represented by a and the step by (. Ii). If applicable, the UEP then expresses that 
x f-o> n+x·b has a uniquc fixed point, as a rcsult of which it is irrelevant whether the 
semantics is a least-fixed-point or greatcst-fixed-point or any other fixed-point-semantics. 

As a more detailed example we consider recursively defined functional programs, viz. we 
consider the following recnrsive definition of the factorial function and transform it into 
another onc: 

(24) fac.O 1 
fac.(n+ 1) (11.+1) *jac.n ,for n ~ 0 . 

First we show that a relational representation F of fac can be constructed that satisfies 
F = T U FoR, for some T and SOllle well-founded R. (As a result. thc UEP is applicable, 
with + instant.iated to relational lInion U and· instantiitt.ed to relat.ional composition). 
With F and R defined by 

z(F)(n ,y) = y = fac.n ., for all z 

(a, b)(R)(n, y) = 1/+1 = n /\ (a+l) * Ii = y 

we have (n -1 ,fo.c.(n -1))(R)(n ,fac.n) and so some relationitl calculus yields 

z(F)(n , y) (0,1) = (n ,y) V z(F 0 R)(n , y) 



Hence F = T u FoR, for T defined by 

z(T)(n, y) (0 , 1) = (n , y) ,for all z. 

Note that, indeed, R is well-founded: there are no (Ieft-) infinite sequences of R-related 
elements. So by t.he UEP, F = T 0 R*. Exploit.ing R* = *R (!), we see that F = T 0 Q , 
where Q = *R, that is, Q is the (least) solution of 

Q=IuRoQ. 

Using the definitions of F and T, F = To Q reads 

(25) Y = fac.n (0, l)(Q)(n , y) 

and, using R, Q = I u RoQ reads 

(26) (a, b)(Q)(n , y) (a, b) = (n, 1/) V (a+l, (a+l) * b)(Q)(n, 1/) 

Writing (a , b)(Q)(n , 1/) as 1/ = '1".(a , b) , (25) and (26) arc simplified to 

fac.n = '1".(0 , 1) 

where 

qn.(a , b) = if 
o 
fi 

17,=n -> b 
11 # n -> '1".(n + 1 , (a + 1) * b) 

The latter is quite a different. recursive definit.ion of factorial from (24). 

This example was inspired by Augustcijn [2]. The t.ransformation given here is a special 
case of a more general t.ransformation of a recursive-descent. algorithm into a recursive
ascent. algorit.hm. For more on relnt.iona.! calculus -and Galois connections- see Aarts 
et al. [1]. 

7 Epilogue 

We have found it. encouraging t.o experience how a small calculus like t.he one presented 
here can have a variet.y of applicat.ions (alt.hough inevitably it. also has it.s limitations). 
Since fixed points arc so prominent. in compnting, it is our hope that the use of such a 
calculus may help in making program design (yet) more calculational. 
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